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Synopsis

he conventional method for obtaining transient rheological data on short glass fiber-filled
olymeric fluids is to use the parallel disk �PP� geometry in a rotational rheometer. Using the PP
eometry large transient stress overshoot behavior was observed during the startup of flow
easurements on a 30 wt % short glass fiber-filled polybutylene terephthalate. A contributing

actor to this behavior is believed to be induced fiber collisions caused by the inhomogeneous
elocity field �radial varying velocity gradient�. A novel approach was taken in which a “donut”
haped sample was used in a cone-and-plate device �CP-D� to maintain a sufficient gap to fiber
ength ratio. The magnitude of the first normal stress difference was reduced by 70%, and the time
o reach steady state was reduced by 100 strain units. The Lipscomb model coupled with the
olgar–Tucker model for the evolution of fiber orientation was fit to the stress growth behavior
easured using both the PP geometry and CP-D resulting in different parameters. In addition, the
tted model parameters were found to depend on the initial fiber orientation. It is believed that the
P-D allows for an accurate determination of the stress growth behavior and eventually will allow
ne to obtain unambiguous model parameters.

2009 The Society of Rheology. �DOI: 10.1122/1.3177348�

. INTRODUCTION

The physical properties of parts manufactured by means of injection or compression
olding of short glass fiber composites significantly depends on the orientation of the
bers generated during mold filling. As a result, it is desired to accurately predict fiber
rientation as a function of mold design and composite rheological properties. Hence, the
heological behavior of these materials and its connection to fiber orientation as deter-
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ined in simple shear flow are of significant relevance to the development of stress and
rientation relations that can accurately predict fiber orientation in complex flow situa-
ions.

The rheological behavior of suspensions containing short glass fibers is complex be-
ause it not only depends on the suspending medium but on the fiber characteristics �i.e.,
oncentration, aspect ratio, and orientation�. The dynamic behavior of the fiber is depen-
ent on the degree interaction, i.e., hydrodynamic and/or direct contact. As a result, it is
ommon to classify fiber suspensions into three concentration régimes based on excluded
olume defined through the fiber volume fraction � and aspect ratio ar of the fiber: dilute
��ar

−2�, semidilute �ar
−2���ar

−1�, and concentrated ���ar
−1� �Doi and Edwards

1988��. Typically, the aspect ratio of short glass fiber lies in the range 15�ar�100 and
omposites of industrial interest typically have fiber concentrations ��0.1, which places
he materials of interest in the concentrated régime �Advani and Sozer �2003��.

Characterizing the rheological behavior of composite melts containing glass fibers has
roven to be a formidable task. To prevent wall effects on the dynamic behavior of the
ber, Blakeney �1966� suggested that the rheometer gap be greater than three times the
ber length L. In rotational rheometers, cone-and-plate �CP� fixtures impose a homoge-
eous velocity field, but the gap height varies linearly from the center ��50 �m� to the
late rim. At the center of the plates where the rheometer gap is small compared to the
ber length, the excessive fiber-boundary interaction can cause a suppression of the

ransient behavior �Utracki �1991��. As a result, it is common practice for researchers to
se the parallel disk �PP� geometry in rotational rheometers to perform the rheological
easurements as it allows for a certain amount of gap control. However, in the PP
xtures, the tangential velocity at any point on the moving plate is a function of the radial
osition �Bird et al. �1987��. This results in an inhomogeneous velocity field. Both ex-
erimental �Iso et al. �1996�; Moses et al. �2001�� and theoretical �Barbosa and Bibbo
2000�� results have shown that for dilute and semidilute suspensions of fibers where
xternal forces, inter-particle contact, and hydrodynamic forces are neglected, the rate of
hange in the particle orientation is a function of the velocity gradient �Moses et al.
2001��. For concentrated suspensions where the inter-particle spacing can be on the
rder of the fiber diameter, we believe that the inhomogeneous velocity field may induce
xcessive fiber contact resulting in a misleading measurement of the suspension’s time
ependent stress response to deformation.

Many researchers have studied the experimental stress growth behavior of non-dilute
uspensions of short glass fibers. A good summary of some of these works can be found
n Laun �1984�, Ganani and Powell �1985�, Powell �1990�, Zirnsak et al. �1994�, Sepehr
t al. �2004c�, and Eberle et al. �2008�. From these works, it can be shown that in general,
s the concentration and/or aspect ratio of the fiber increases, the overshoot behavior of
he shear stress growth coefficient �+ and first normal stress difference growth function

1
+ increases. The overshoot is attributed to a reorientation of the fibers as they try to
stablish an orientation along the fluid streamlines, which is the orientation of the least
esistance to flow.

Current fiber-suspension theories used to predict the stress growth behavior depend on
he ability to account for the relationship between the dynamic behavior of the fiber

icrostructure �average orientation� and the macroscopic rheological properties �Dinh
nd Armstrong �1984�; Lipscomb et al. �1988�; Sepehr et al. �2004a, 2004b��. The result
s a stress tensor describing the contribution from the presence of the fiber as a result of
he hydrodynamic drag that is coupled to an equation describing the temporal evolution
f the fiber orientation. Currently, there is no theory for concentrated suspensions; but it

s a common practice in the literature to use the dilute or semidilute suspension theories
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f Lipscomb et al. �1988�, Dinh and Armstrong �1984�, Shaqfeh and Fredrickson �1990�,
r Phan-Thien and Graham �1991� to simulate the rheology of concentrated suspensions.
hese theories give a fundamental approach to calculating the model parameters associ-
ted with magnitude of the hydrodynamic stress as a function of the fiber concentration
nd/or aspect ratio. However, Sepehr et al. �2004a, 2004b� were only able to accurately
redict the rheological behavior of a concentrated short glass fiber-filled polymer melt
hen model parameters were fit to stress growth measurements. This suggests that the
odel parameters may be determined for a specific composite fluid with knowledge of

he stress growth behavior. To obtain accurate parameters by fitting, one must first have
n accurate measure of the transient stresses that truly represents the stress response to
eformation of a fluid in a well defined flow field.

The purpose of this paper is to present a method to obtain reliable transient rheological
ata for suspensions containing short glass fibers using a rotational rheometer that could
e used to obtain fitted unambiguous model parameters. First, we present experimental
esults of the stress growth behavior measured using the PP geometry as a function of gap
eight for a 30 wt % short glass fiber-filled polybutylene terephthalate �PBT-30�, a matrix
hat behaves similarly to a Newtonian fluid. Measurements performed using the PP ge-
metry are then compared to measurements performed using a novel technique, in which
“donut” shape sample is used in a CP device �CP-D� geometry to maintain a sufficient

ap to fiber length ratio. Second, the Lipscomb model for stress coupled with the Folgar–
ucker model for orientation is fit to the transient stress growth behavior. The effects of

he initial conditions and the model parameters determined from fitting stress growth data
easured using the PP geometry and the CP-D are discussed.

I. THEORY

. Orientation tensors

The orientation of a single fiber can be described with a unit vector u along the fiber
xis as shown in Fig. 1. The average orientation of a large number of fibers of similar

FIG. 1. Unit vector u describing the orientation state of a rigid fiber in spherical coordinates.
ength can be described using a distribution function ��u , t�. A widely used and compact
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ay to represent the average orientation state is with the second- and fourth-order orien-
ation tensors, which are defined as the second- and fourth-moments of the orientation
istribution function �Advani and Tucker �1987��,

A�t� =� uu��u,t�du , �1�

A4�t� =� uuuu��u,t�du . �2�

he trace of A is always equal to 1 and for a completely random orientation state A
1 /3I, where I is the unity tensor. In the limit that all the fibers are perfectly aligned in

he x1 direction, the only nonzero component is A11=1.

. Evolution of fiber orientation

The first theoretical work describing the evolution of high aspect ratio particle orien-
ation that is easily extendable to rigid rods is that of Jeffery �Jeffery �1922��. Jeffery
xtended Einstein’s �Einstein �1906�� approach to solving the equations of motion for the
ow of a Newtonian fluid around a spherical particle to that of a neutrally buoyant
llipsoidal particle in the absence of Brownian motion. The generalized Jeffery equation
or the evolution of the vector u can be written as �Hand �1961�; Giesekus �1962a,
962b��

u̇ =
Du

Dt
= W · u + ��D · u − u�u · D · u�� , �3�

here D /Dt is the material derivative, � is a constant describing the ellipticity of the
article, W= ���v�t−�v� /2 is the vorticity, D= ��v+ ��v�t� /2 is the rate of strain tensor
nd, �v=�v j /�xi. For fibers, it is common to assume �→1, which corresponds to a fiber
ith an infinitely large ar. Using this approximation, Eq. �3� can be solved analytically

or two equations describing the motion of the fiber in terms of the spherical angles 	 and
defined in Fig. 1 as �Barbosa and Bibbo �2000��

tan 
�t� = tan 
o���̇t�2 sin2 	o + 2�̇t sin 	o cos 	o + 1�1/2, �4�

tan 	�t� =
1

cot�	o� + �̇t
, �5�

here 	o and 
o are initial conditions. Both 
�t� and 	�t� are functions of time and shear
ate �̇ �the scalar magnitude of D� or strain �= �̇t. For non-dilute suspensions, Folgar and
ucker �1984� modified Eq. �3� to include a phenomenological term to account for fiber

nteraction. The Folgar–Tucker model can be written in terms of A for �→1 as follows
Advani and Tucker �1987��:

DA

Dt
= �W · A − A · W� + �D · A + A · D − 2D:A4� + 2CI�̇�I − 3A� , �6�

here CI is a phenomenological parameter.

. Stress

Lipscomb et al. �1988� proposed a stress equation for a suspension of high aspect ratio

articles following the work of Hand �1961� and Giesekus �1962a, 1962b� as
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� = − PI + 2�sD + 2c1	�sD + 2	�sND:A4, �7�

here � is the total stress, c1 is a constant, �s is the suspending medium viscosity, and N
s a dimensionless parameter that represents the coupling between the hydrodynamic
tress contribution and the fiber orientation. Lipscomb et al. �1988� gave c1=2 and N to
e a function of the particle aspect ratio. Other theories of a similar form such as Dinh
nd Armstrong �1984�, Shaqfeh and Fredrickson �1990�, or Phan-Thien and Graham
1991� gave N to be a function of the fiber length, fiber diameter, number of fibers, and
he average spacing between the fibers. However, N is frequently used as a fitting param-
ter, which is the approach we use in this work.

For the predicted material functions �+ and N1
+ in which the velocity field is homoge-

eous, we use the superscript notation CP to refer to the homogeneous velocity field
ound in the CP geometry. �CP and N1

CP for simple shear flow kinematics �v1= �̇y and

2=v3=0� can be written as

�CP = �12/�̇ = �s + c1�s	 + 2�s	NA1212, �8�

N1
CP = 2	�s�̇N�A1211 − A1222� . �9�

his is in contrast to the equations used to predict the material functions in which the
elocity field is inhomogeneous. In the case of an inhomogeneous velocity field, as in PP
heometers, the shear strain, and hence, average fiber orientation varies with radial posi-
ion. The material functions �+ and N1

+–N2
+ in this case are denoted by the superscript PP

nd have the form

�PP = �12/�̇R = �s + c1	�s +
8	�sN

�R
4 �

0

�R

A1212�
3d� , �10�

N1
PP − N2

PP =
6�s	N�̇R

�R
3 �

0

�R

�A1211 − 2A1222 + A1233��2d� . �11�

II. EXPERIMENTAL

. Materials

For this work, a commercially available 30 wt % �volume fraction �=0.1766� short
lass fiber-filled PBT-30 produced by GE Plastics under the trade name Valox 420 was
sed. Linear viscoelastic measurements confirmed that the matrix exhibits little complex
iscosity dependence on frequency and a small storage modulus �Eberle �2008��. To
xamine the effect of fiber concentration on the rheological behavior, PBT-30 was diluted
o concentrations of 4.07, 8.42, 15, 20, and 25 wt %. Compounding was accomplished by
assing dry blended amounts of PBT-30 and the neat matrix through the extruder section
f an Arburg Alrounder 221-55-250 injection molder at a rpm of 200. The extrudate was
ollected before entering the runner of the mold and pelletized. The pellets were then
ompression molded for rheological testing to PP and CP geometries at 260 °C. Precau-
ions were taken to minimize the degree of thermo-oxidative degradation of the PBT

atrix by drying the materials at 120 °C for a minimum of 12 h in a vacuum oven at a
ressure smaller than 0.4 in. Hg before sample extrusion, molding, or testing �Botelho et
l. �2001��. The PBT-30 was also subjected to the same extrusion conditions to maintain

consistent shear and thermal history on all samples.
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To characterize the glass fiber within the suspension, pyrolysis was performed on the
BT-30 pellets after extrusion at 500 °C to separate the fibers from the matrix. The fiber

ength was determined by randomly measuring the length of 1000 fibers. The number
verage and weight average fiber length of PBT-30 was found to be Ln=0.3640 and Lw

0.4388 mm, respectively. The same fiber length measurement was performed on all the
iluted concentrations and was found to be within 0.3640Ln0.3740 and 0.4388
Lw0.4578 mm. The fiber diameter D was determined directly from images taken of

ber cross sections using a confocal laser microscope, discussed later, and the average
iameter of 1000 fibers was found to be D=12.9 �m. This relates to a number average
spect ratio for PBT-30 of ar�28.2. The glass fibers within the suspension can be con-
idered non-Brownian as the Peclet number �Pe� was approximately 1013 �Larson
1999��.

. Rheological measurements

All rheological measurements were performed on a Rheometrics Mechanical Spec-
rometer �RMS-800� at 260 °C in a nitrogen environment with a freshly loaded pre-
ormed sample. Two sample geometries were used: a 25 mm diameter PP and a 50 mm
iameter CP, with a 0.1 rad cone angle. In the results and discussion section, each
easurement is discussed with relation to the geometry used to perform the measure-
ent.
In this work, we are primarily interested in the transient rheological behavior at the

tartup of shear flow. For measurements performed using the PP fixtures, �+ and N1
+–N2

+

ere calculated as functions of torque M�t� and normal force F�t� as follows �Macosko
1994��:

�+�t� =
M�t�

2�R3�̇R
�3 +

d ln M

d ln �̇R
	 , �12�

nd

N1
+�t� − N2

+�t� =
Fz�t�

�R2�̇R
�2 +

d ln Fz

d ln �̇R
	 , �13�

here R is the radius of the plate and �̇R is the shear rate at R. The derivatives
d ln M /d ln �̇R� and �d ln M /d ln �̇R� in Eqs. �12� and �13�, respectively, where esti-
ated graphically over the entire range of �̇R presented.
Measurements with the CP geometry were performed with two different samples.

isks compression molded to the specifications for the geometry gap and modified CP
ample disks, which we refer to as donut samples. The donut samples were produced by
aking preformed disks and boring a hole through the center. A schematic drawing of the
onut sample can be found in Fig. 2 and is discussed later. Using the CP fixtures, the
easured material functions �+ and N1

+ were calculated from the following equations
odified from Macosko �1994�:

�+�t� =
3M�t�

˙
�Ro

3 − Ri
3�−1, �14�
2��
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N1
+�t� =

2Fz�t�
�

�Ro
2 − Ri

2�−1, �15�

here Ro and Ri are the integration limits of the outer and inner diameter of the sample,
espectively. The radius of the void space in the donut sample was measured after each
heological test to account for the effect of sample loading on Ri. The experimental
eproducibility of measurements performed using the CP geometry was found to be �5%
or �+ and �7% for N1

+.

. Measurement of fiber orientation

The initial fiber orientation of the parallel plate and donut samples for PBT-30 was
xperimentally determined to aid in the analysis of the stress growth behavior. The initial
rientation of the unmodified CP sample was believed to be the same as the donut sample
s they were prepared in the same manner. Samples to be analyzed for their initial fiber
rientation were loaded into their respective rheometer fixture at 260 °C to give the same
hear history as the samples used for rheological measurements. Each sample was imaged
erpendicular to the flow direction �x2–x3 plane�. We define x1 as the flow direction, x2 as
he direction of velocity gradient, and x3 as the neutral direction. The samples were
repared to be imaged by embedding quartered sections in epoxy, sanding to a specific
lane depth, and then polishing to a final abrasive particle size of 0.3 �m Al2O3 follow-
ng standardized techniques �Sawyer and Grubb �1995��. Extreme precaution was taken
o ensure all sanding and polishing was performed parallel to the plane of interest. A
chematic drawing of the polished planes and locations where the images were taken can
e found in Fig. 3. To establish the average orientation through the sample, images were
aken at three locations, at distances of 4.0, 6.25, and 8.5 mm from the outer edge denoted

FIG. 2. Schematic drawing and cross-sectional profile of the donut sample.

IG. 3. Representative drawing of the cross-sectional profile of a parallel pate and donut sample. The confocal
aser microscopy images were taken for the parallel plate sample at a distance of 4.0, 7.0, and 10.0 mm from the
uter edge denoted by PP-1, PP-2, and PP-3, respectively. Similarly, the images were taken for the donut sample

t a distance of 4.0, 6.25, and 8.5 mm from the outer edge denoted by PD-1, PD-2, and PD-3.
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y PD-1, PD-2, and PD-3, respectively, for the donut sample and 4.0, 7.0, and 10.0 mm
rom the outer edge denoted by PP-1, PP-2, and PP-3, respectively, for the PP sample.

Images were taken using a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal laser scanning microscope fitted
ith a 40x water immersion objective lens and a laser excitation wavelength of 543 nm.
he final image was 230�230 �m2 with a resolution of 1024�1024 pixels. For each
ample, sequential images were taken from the bottom to the top in the direction of the
elocity gradient and at two planes of depth. The confocal laser is able to penetrate the
ample surface and focus at various depths. This allowed for a full three-dimensional
escription of the fiber orientation and removed the ambiguity associated with reflection
icroscopy techniques such as the Leeds method �Hine et al. �1993��. For the PBT-30,

he maximum penetration was found to be 8 �m. In an image, the cross section of each
ber appears as circles or ellipse-like shapes. To process the image, the circumference of
ach fiber intersection was traced by hand to improve the contrast between the fibers and
he matrix and converted to a binary image. A computer program was written combined
ith image analysis software in MATLAB that measured the position of center of mass, the
ajor and minor axes, and local angle between the image axis and the major axis of the

llipse. The components of u for each fiber were determined from the elliptical “foot-
rint” at two cross-sectional planes. A full description of this technique can be found
lsewhere �Lee et al. �2002�; Eberle et al. �2008, 2009a��.

With knowledge of the components of the vector u for each fiber, the tensor A was
etermined as a weighted sum of all fibers �Bay and Tucker �1992��,

Aij =

�uiuj�nFn


Fn
, Fn =

Mn

mn
, �16�

here Fn is a weighting function for the nth fiber and Mn and mn are the major and minor
xes of each fibers elliptical footprint, respectively. The weighting function is based on
he probability of a two-dimensional plane intersecting a fiber. Meaning, a fiber aligned
erpendicular to the plane is more likely to be severed than one aligned parallel. Using
he weighting function, the larger the aspect ratio of the ellipse, the more that fiber is
eighted. The reproducibility of Aij component between different samples was found to
e dependent on the magnitude of the Aij component with the maximum error being
12.4% for the component of smallest magnitude, the A22.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the subsequent subsections, we first present experimental results of the stress
rowth behavior measured using the PP geometry as a function of gap height. We then
iscuss the design of the donut shaped sample to maintain a sufficient gap to fiber length
atio. This is followed by a comparison of stress growth behavior measured using the PP
eometry and the CP-D geometry. Finally, predictions of the Lipscomb model stress
oupled with the Folgar–Tucker model for orientation are fit to the transient stress growth
easurements. The effect of the initial conditions on the model predictions and the model

arameters determined from fitting stress growth data measured using the PP geometry
nd the CP-D are discussed.

. Effect of gap in PP geometry

Gap effects on the transient rheological behavior of suspensions containing short glass
bers have previously been reported in literature. In semidilute and concentrated suspen-
ions, insufficient gap heights have been shown to suppress the overshoot behavior

Utracki �1991�; Djalili-Moghaddam et al. �2004��. For our work, it was crucial to deter-
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ine the dependence of the overshoot on rheometer gap height for two reasons. The first
as to follow common procedures in literature to perform measurements using the PP
eometry that were independent of gap height. The other reason was to determine the
inimum gap height at which the measurements were independent of gap height to aid in

he design of the donut sample. This was accomplished by performing startup of flow
xperiments on PBT-30 using various gaps in the PP geometry. The results can be seen in
igs. 4�a� and 4�b� for �+ and N1

+–N2
+, respectively vs � at �̇R=1 s−1. For gaps that were

oughly 2Ln �gaps: 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 mm�, the rheological properties were highly
ependent on the gap height. At the smallest gaps �gaps: 0.2 and 0.4�, �+ was enhanced
nd took a much longer time for the overshoot to approach a steady state, and N1

+–N2
+ was

ery “noisy” and suppressed compared to measurements at the other gaps. As a note, the
easurements performed using gaps 0.6 mm were not reproducible within a reason-

ble experimental error and the plots in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� are a representation only. As
he gap was increased to 0.8 mm, the measurements of �+ and N1

+–N2
+ became repeatable

IG. 4. The effect of the PP geometry gap height on the stress growth behavior of PBT-30 in startup of flow
xperiments at �̇=1 s−1. �a� �+ vs strain and �b� N1

+–N2
+ vs strain. The various symbols relate to measurements

erformed at the different gap heights of 0.2 ���, 0.4 �–�, 0.6 ���, 0.8 ���, 1.0 ���, and 1.2 mm ���.
nd developed a consistent overshoot. However, the overshoot remained gap dependent
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ntil 1.0 mm which is �2Ln. For gaps 1.0 and 1.2 mm, �+ exhibited an overshoot that
as reproducible within relative error of the experiment �5%. As a result, all further

xperiments using the PP were performed at a gap of 1.0 mm.

. Donut sample

In designing the donut sample, the purpose of the hole was to remove any the exces-
ive fiber-boundary interaction at the center that could potentially affect the transient
heological behavior. The experiments discussed above, using the PP geometry with
arious gap heights, showed that for PBT-30 there was a negligible effect on the stress
rowth behavior when the gap was greater than twice the number average fiber length.
he gap within the 50 mm CP fixture varied linearly from 2.51 mm at the outer edge to
.05 mm at the center. As a result, a 25.4 mm diameter hole was drilled through the
enter of the molded CP samples, which ensured the gap was always greater than 2Ln.
igure 5 shows the stress growth behavior of the neat PBT measured using the 50 mm CP
eometry combined with an unmodified sample and with the donut sample. After cor-
ecting for the void area at the center of the donut samples using Eqs. �14� and �15�, the
easured stresses were found to be within experimental error when compared to mea-

urements performed with unmodified samples.

. Stress growth

We now consider the effect of fiber concentration on the stress growth behavior mea-
ured using the CP-D and PP geometries. The shear stress growth coefficient �+ vs strain
s a function of fiber concentration measured using the PP geometry and using the CP-D
an be seen in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�, respectively. Up to 15 wt %, the maximum value of �+

easured using both techniques is relatively similar, within experimental error. However,
or higher concentrations, the magnitude of �+ measured using the PP geometry is always
uch larger, with the greatest difference being at the largest concentration of fiber, 30
t %.
The normal stress difference growth, N1

+–N2
+ �measured using the PP fixture�, N1

+

measured using the CP geometry� vs strain as a function of concentration can be seen in
+ +

IG. 5. The stress growth behavior of the neat PBT measured using the 50 mm CP geometry with an unmodi-
ed sample and with the CP-D. The symbols ��� and ��� represent �+ and ��� and ��� represent N1

+ measured
sing the CP and CP-D, respectively. Measurements were performed at �̇=1 s−1.
igs. 7�a� and 7�b�, respectively. For up to 8.42 wt %, the maximum values of N1–N2 and
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1
+ are within experimental error of each other. However, the difference drastically in-
reases with concentration varying in magnitude from 56% for 15 wt % to 214% for 30
t % fiber when compared to the CP-D measurements.
In this work, we directly compare N1

+–N2
+ measured using the PP geometry with N1

+

easured using the CP. For viscoelastic fluids, it is typically found that −N2�10%N1,
here N1 and N2 relate the steady state first and second normal stress differences �Bird et
l. �1987��. The published data relating to the magnitude of N2 in glass fiber suspensions
re limited, but what is available suggests the same trend applies, −N2�10%N1 �Chan et
l. �1978�; Zirnsak et al. �1994��. Simulations of the rheological material functions show
he magnitude of N2

+ is small compared to N1
+. In addition, at low concentrations

8.42 wt%�, N1
+–N2

+ and N1
+ are of similar magnitude. As a result, we assume that N2

+ in
he concentrated systems is small compared to N1

+ and cannot account for the large
ifference in the direct comparison of N1

+–N2
+ and N1

+.

IG. 6. �+ vs strain as a function of concentration at �̇= �̇R=1 s−1. �a� Measurements performed using the PP
eometry. The symbols ���, ���, ���, ���, ���, and ��� represent fiber weight percent 4.07, 8.42, 15, 20, 25,
nd 30. The symbol ��� represents �+ of PBT-30 measured using the CP-D for comparison. �b� Measurements
erformed using the CP-D. The symbols ���, ���, ���, ���, ���, and ��� represent fiber weight percent 4.07,
.42, 15, 20, 25, and 30. The symbol ��� represents the stress growth of PBT-30 measured using the PP
eometry for comparison. The line shows the neat PBT for comparison in both graphs.
As discussed above, the greatest difference between the measured material functions is
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ound to be at the highest concentration. In addition, the highest concentration is the one
f greatest practical interest and, as a result, the rest of the paper focuses on the stress
rowth behavior of PBT-30. The stress growth behavior of PBT-30 in startup of flow
easured using the PP geometry at �̇R=1 s−1 and CP geometry at �̇=1 s−1 can be seen

n Figs. 8�a� and 8�b�. In Fig. 8�a� �+ vs strain is shown for measurements performed with
he PP fixture, the CP fixture with unmodified sample, and the CP fixture combined with
he donut sample CP-D. First we compare the differences between �+ measured with the
P fixtures using the unmodified sample and the donut sample. The value of the peak of

he �+ overshoot is within experimental error between the two measurements. However,
+ decays toward a lower steady state value in the case of the donut sample. This
ehavior is attributed to the small gaps at the center of the plate inducing excessive
ber-boundary interaction and interfering with the evolution of the fiber microstructure in

he unmodified sample.
We now compare the stress growth behavior of PBT-30 measured using the CP-D with

+

IG. 7. N1
+ and N1

+–N2
+ vs strain at �̇= �̇R=1 s−1. �a� Measurements performed using the PP geometry. The

ymbols ���, ���, ���, ���, ���, and ��� represent fiber weight percent 4.07, 8.42, 15, 20, 25, and 30. The
ymbol ��� represents the N1

+ of PBT-30 measured using the CP-D for comparison. �b� Measurements per-
ormed using the CP-D. The symbols ���, ���, ���, ���, ���, and ��� represent fiber weight percent 4.07,
.42, 15, 20, 25, and 30. The line shows the neat PBT for comparison in both graphs.
hat measured using the PP geometry. � measured using the CP-D and the PP fixtures
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an be seen in Fig. 8�a�. The magnitude of the overshoot for �+ is much greater in the
easurement using the PP geometry. In addition, the onset of steady state occurs at

oughly 150 strain units, which is in contrast to the roughly 50 strain units at which the
P-D measurement approaches a steady state. In Fig. 8�b� N1

+ is shown measured using
he CP fixture for both the modified sample and the donut sample and N1

+–N2
+ measured

sing the PP fixture. First we compare N1
+ measured using the CP fixture for both the

nmodified sample and the CP-D. The overshoot of N1
+ measured with the donut sample

ecays at a faster rate than that measured using the unmodified sample, which results in
smaller overshoot width. Again, we attribute this behavior to the small gaps at the

enter of the plate inducing excessive fiber-boundary interaction, interfering with the
volution of the fiber microstructure in the unmodified sample. The differences between
he measurements performed using the PP fixture and the CP-D are much greater. The
eak value of the overshoot measured using the PP geometry is more than three times that
easured using the CP-D. In addition, the onset of steady state occurs at roughly 150

train units for N1
+–N2

+ in contrast to the roughly 50 strain units for N1
+.

The same differences in the stress growth behavior measured using the PP geometry

IG. 8. Stress growth vs strain in startup of flow measurements for PBT-30 at �̇= �̇R=1 s−1. �a� �+ measured
sing the PP ���, the CP with unmodified sample ���, and the CP-D ���. �b� N1

+–N2
+, N1

+ measured using the
P ���, the CP with unmodified sample ���, and the CP-D ���.
nd the CP-D also occur at different shear rates. Figures 9�a� and 9�b� show the stress
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rowth behavior in startup of flow measurements for PBT-30 at �̇=4 s−1 for �+ and

1
+–N2

+, N1
+ vs strain, respectively. In both Figs. 9�a� and 9�b�, the stresses measured using

he CP-D are smaller in magnitude and approach a steady state at a smaller strain than
hat measured using the PP geometry.

As a result of the inhomogeneous velocity field, one would expect the width of the
vershoot to be greater for the measurement performed using the PP fixture. However, the
ifference in magnitude is not as intuitive. One plausible hypothesis as to why the tran-
ient stresses measured using the PP geometry are greater than those measured using the
P-D can be supported by looking at suspension theory. In the dilute suspension theory,

he motion of a fiber, in terms of spherical angles 
 and 	, is governed by Eqs. �4� and
5�, respectively. Both 
 and 	 are functions of time and shear rate. In Fig. 10, 
 and 	
s time are depicted using initial conditions 
o=60° and 	o=175° for various shear rates,

˙ =1, 0.2, and 0.1 s−1. Fibers subject to higher shear rates rotate faster than those at lower
hear rates. Moses et al. �2001� confirmed Jeffery’s analysis for a dilute suspension of
ylon fibers in a Newtonian suspending medium. In concentrated suspensions where the
roximity of a neighboring fiber is on the order of the fiber diameter, the inhomogeneous
elocity field imposed by the PP fixture could induce a high degree of direct fiber contact.

IG. 9. Stress growth vs strain in startup of flow measurements for PBT-30 at �̇= �̇R=4 s−1. �a� �+ measured
sing the PP ��� and the CP-D ���. �b� N1

+–N2
+, N1

+ measured using the PP ���, and the CP-D ���.
s a result, the stresses measured using the PP geometry could be an inaccurate repre-
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entation of the stress growth behavior that arises from direct particle-particle contact
nduced by the inhomogeneous velocity field. If this is correct then fitting theory to

easurements performed using the PP geometry would also lead to erroneous model
arameters.

. Simulations

In this subsection, we discuss the model predictions of the Lipscomb model for stress
ombined with the Folgar–Tucker model for orientation. The goals of this section are
wofold. The first is to show that the transient model predictions are highly dependent on
he initial fiber orientation. The second is to show that different model parameters may be
btained by fitting stresses measured in either the CP-D or the PP geometry.

For Eqs. �6� and �8�–�11�, the fourth-order orientation tensor A4 was expressed in
erms of A using the quadratic closure approximation, A4=AA �Doi and Edwards
1988��. It is well known that the model predictions, and therefore, the parameters deter-
ined by fitting are highly dependent on the closure approximation. In this case, the

uadratic closure was chosen because it allowed for relatively good agreement between
he general characteristics of the predictions and the transient stresses. Eberle et al.
2009b� showed in detail how one can fit material parameters fiber-suspension theory
sing more a more complex closure approximation.

Equation �6�, governing the time rate of change in the fiber orientation, was solved
umerically using Gears implicit predictor-corrector method at a time step of 0.01 s. The
esults were confirmed to be independent of the time step by comparing the predictions at
time step of 0.001 s with those at 0.01 s. Initial conditions, which are crucial to the

ransient stress growth behavior, are discussed later. To solve for the material functions
PP and N1

PP–N2
PP, Eqs. �10� and �11� were integrated using the trapezoid rule at each

train. The model parameter N was obtained by fitting the overshoot maximum of �CP

nd �PP to the peak of the �+ overshoot measured using the CP-D and PP geometries,
espectively. CI was determined by fitting N1

CP and N1
PP–N2

PP to the onset of the steady
tate plateau of N1

+ and N1
+–N2

+, respectively. Because N and CI were only fit to a portion
f the stress growth curve, subsequently, we compare model predictions of �CP, �PP, N1

CP,
nd N1

PP–N2
PP using the fitted parameters to the experimental data. The suspending me-

IG. 10. Spherical angles 
 and 	 representing the reorientation of a fiber subject to simple shear flow vs time
s predicted by Eqs. �4� and �5� for various shear rates, �̇=1, 0.2, and 0.1 s−1. The initial conditions were

o=175°, 
o=60°.
ium viscosity was measured and determined to be �s=372 Pa s.
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It has been shown that model parameters for a given fluid may possibly be obtained by
tting suspension theory predictions to stress growth measurements �Sepehr et al. �2004a,
004b��. In the previous section, we showed that there is a large difference between the
tress growth measurements performed using the CP-D and the PP geometries. The
bjective of the following subsection is to show that different material parameters can be
btained depending on the initial conditions used in the model predictions and which
easurement the model is fit to, i.e., measurements performed using the CP-D and the PP

eometries.
In the literature, it is commonly assumed that the fiber orientation is initially random

Ramazani et al. �2001�; Sepehr et al. �2004a, 2004b��. However, we find that the initial
rientation is closer to a planar orientation with the majority of the fibers aligned in the

1 and x3 directions. The average fiber orientation data for the donut and the PP sample
re reported in Table I. The A22 component for the PP sample was higher on average than
or the donut sample. The large A11, A33, and small A22 components are believed to be a
esult of the sample deformation history, i.e., sample formation using compression mold-
ng.

The effect of initial conditions on the predictions of Eqs. �6�, �8�, and �9� fit to the
tress growth data for PBT-30 measured using the CP-D at �̇=1 s−1 can be seen in Fig.
1. The fit model parameters using the experimentally determined initial conditions were
ound to be N=104 and CI=0.000 01, and for the random initial conditions N=14, CI

0.000 4. First, there is almost an order of magnitude difference in the value of N and CI

ABLE I. The initial fiber orientation represented through the components of the orientation order parameter
ensor A.

A11 A22 A33 A12 A13 A23

D-average 0.4371 0.0377 0.5252 0.0777 0.0604 0.0314
P-average 0.4811 0.0618 0.4570 0.0950 �0.0241 �0.0280

IG. 11. Effect of initial conditions on the model fit to the experimentally determined �+ ��� and N1
+ ��� for

BT-30 measured using the CP-D at �̇=1 s−1. The line and bold line represent �CP or Eqs. �6� and �8� for the
andom and experimentally determined initial conditions, respectively. The symbols ��� and �—� represent NCP

r Eqs. �6� and �9� for the random and experimentally determined initial conditions, respectively. Model
arameters determined by fitting using the random initial conditions were N=14, CI=0.000 4, and using the

xperimentally determined initial conditions were N=104 and CI=0.000 01.
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etermined using the different initial conditions. Second, there are a number of differ-
nces between the predictions. With the experimentally determined initial conditions, the
rediction of N1

CP is relatively good. The peak value of N1
CP is within 7% of the measured

eak value of N1
+. Also, the width of the overshoot is of similar magnitude. However, the

eak values of the �+ and N1
+ overshoot occur at a larger strain than the predicted �CP and

1
CP. This is in sharp contrast to the predictions using the random initial conditions. Using

he random initial conditions, there is roughly a 71% difference between the predictions
f the peak values of N1

CP and the measured N1
+. Also, the predictions of the width of the

vershoot of �CP and N1
CP are much smaller than those of �+ and N1

+.
In Figs. 12�a� and 12�b�, the experimental data and model predictions of the stress

rowth functions for a homogeneous �CP geometry� and inhomogeneous �PP geometry�
elocity field denoted by superscripts CP and PP, respectively, at similar shear rates of

˙ = �̇R=1 s−1 are shown. In Fig. 12�a� the predictions of �CP and �PP compared to �+

easured using the CP-D and PP geometries are shown. Both �CP and �PP were unable
CP

IG. 12. Stress growth data and model predictions in startup of flow measurements for PBT-30 at �̇= �̇R

1 s−1. �a� �PP �line� fit to �+ measured using the PP geometry ���; �CP �bold line� fit to �+ measured using
he CP-D ���. �b� Predicted N1

PP–N2
PP and N1

CP and experimentally determined N1
+–N2

+ and N1
+ measured using the

P ��� and the CP-D ���, respectively. For all predictions, �s=372 Pa s and CI=0.000 01. For �CP and N1
CP

=104 and �PP and N1
PP–N2

PP N=136.6.
o predict the width of the experimentally observed overshoot, but the predictions for �
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ere closer. For �CP and �PP, the initial conditions were taken to be those found experi-
entally, and the best fit value of N was determined to be N=104 and N=136.6, respec-

ively. This is a difference of roughly 30% in the value of N. In Fig. 12�b� the experi-
ental values of N1

+, N1
+–N2

+, and predicted values of N1
CP, N1

PP–N2
PP vs strain are shown.

he predictions for N1
CP were very close to the measured values when the magnitude of

he overshoot maximum is compared. This is in sharp contrast to the predictions of

1
PP–N2

PP compared to the measured values. The magnitude of the overshoot maximum
or N1

PP–N2
PP is over 50% less than the measured value. For both N1

CP and N1
PP–N2

PP, the
odels were unable to predict the width of the overshoot but the predictions were better

or the case of N1
CP. For both N1

CP and N1
PP–N2

PP, the best fit value of CI was determined to
e CI=0.000 01.

. CONCLUSIONS

We propose that the inhomogeneous velocity field imposed by a PP geometry leads to
adially dependent periods of rotation for the fiber inducing excessive fiber-fiber interac-
ion when the orientation is evolving with time. This exaggerates the magnitude of the
tress growth functions and possibly the width of the overshoot. If this hypothesis is
orrect, PP fixtures should not be used to quantitatively characterize the stress growth
unctions of concentrated suspensions containing glass fibers. In addition, fitting model
arameters to stress growth functions of concentrated suspensions containing high aspect
atio particles measured with a PP geometry would give inaccurate values. Furthermore,
btaining accurate values of parameters in the theory for stress and orientation requires
n accurate knowledge of the initial orientation of the fibers which can be a function of
he sample preparation conditions.

We suggest an approach to characterize the rheological behavior of suspensions con-
aining short glass fibers that uses a donut shaped sample in a CP geometry. We believe
hat measurements performed using this approach give an accurate representation of the
tress response to deformation in simple shear flow. However, these results are given in
ight of the effect that the curvilinear stream lines might have on the rheological behavior.
uture experiments using a sliding plate rheometer, which imposes rectilinear streamlines
ith a homogeneous velocity field, will be used to confirm our findings.
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